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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MXL’s® US-Made V6 Sets New Standards for Condenser
Microphones
Engineered with pure FET circuitry and the finest hand-selected components, the V6
condenser microphone is sending sound waves through the industry.
El Segundo, CA, January 15, 2009 – MXL® Microphones (NAMM booth #5994), the
professional audio division of Marshall Electronics, has launched the MXL V6, a USmade, large diaphragm condenser microphone that is gaining a lot of enthusiasm from
musicians and recording artists around the world.
“The V6 really surprises people when they use it for the first time and discover just how
much warmth and clarity it provides,” says Jim Mona, MXL’s National Sales Manager.
“It’s hard for them to believe that the V6 isn’t a tube microphone.”
Designed and built in MXL’s southern California facility, the MXL V6 uses silicon valve
technology and the finest hand-selected components that accurately produce the quality
of a tube mic. According to MXL, the V6 delivers an ultra-detailed top end, smooth lows,
and is an excellent mic for capturing the powerful midrange of horns and male vocals.
The V6 also includes a large diaphragm, cardioid polar pattern, and a solid-state FET
amplifier to simulate true tube ambience.
The V6 condenser microphone comes complete with a microphone clip, wooden storage
case, and has a street price of only $299.00. NAMM booth #5994, January 15-18, 2009,
Anaheim Convention Center
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[Note to Editors: MXL staff will be on-hand for interviews and demonstrations of the V6
and other MXL products. Please stop by NAMM booth #5994 for a personal tour. Visit our
newly designed MXL website at www.mxlmics.com for an in-depth look at the complete MXL
product line.]

